REDEFINING
WELLNESS
The global group TylöHelo has several strong sauna brands in the portfolio and can be
found on all continents for both residential and commercial sauna projects. We are the
complete partner by providing high quality sauna experiences, with traditional sauna,
steam bath and infrared warmth.
With a huge passion for sauna and wellness, solid traditions in craftmanship and profound
knowledge Tylö is redefining the sauna scene by always continuing to create top quality sauna
products made to be a vital part of healthy living. When you are investing in a Tylö product,
you are not only investing in a product, you are also investing in your health. Years of development,
experience and a relentless strive for perfection has lead us to where we are today.
Our passion is to raise the quality of life for as many people as possible. Replace your standard
shower with a new modern steam shower. Or design your own steam room that fits in your regular
bathroom. Or combine our new and efficient steam generators with one of our control panels.
With all our possibilities, you can find the best steam solution for you. Of course, we have designed
everything with the latest technology and with our sense of frugal
Scandinavian design.
Welcome to our great world of steam!
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WITH A PASSION FOR STEAM
The heat, the water, the silence and the solitude, steam bath is the perfect way to relax and
let the stressful demands of everyday life fade away. Just step into the humid fog and focus
on total relaxation.
Recharge, and shut out stress and anxiety. The steam room is our new place for free time,
for reflection for well-being. Take a few deep breaths and let you get surrounded by the
beneficial steam. No agitation, no demands. Feel the calm return as it pleases the heat is
dissipated. Experience how you get new energy, how the steam cleanses you and makes
you feel like a new person.
The steam gives a softer bath form where the heat is at 40-45 degrees. Research now
shows that steam can provide many health benefits. The body’s joints are softened, it expels
toxins from the body, provides better sleep, cleanses and softens the skin. Relieves stress
and anxiety. Helps blood circulation and the immune system. The list of health benefits for
both body and soul can be made long and sometimes it sounds almost too good to be true.
Suffice it to say that you must experience the effects of the steam yourself. The best advice
we can give you is to schedule your steam sessions to be an integral and natural part of your
everyday routine.
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STEAM BATHS ARE GREAT FOR REDUCING

STEAM BATHS PROTECT AGAINST

STRESS

COMMON COLDS

The heat, the silence, and the solitude will help

Heat has a positive effect on our immune system,

you relax. The heat from the sauna causes the

and regular heat exposure can significantly

body to release endorphins and other ‘feel good’

reduce the risk of catching common colds and

chemicals that counteract the harmful hormones

the flu. As the heat boosts the blood circulation

caused by stress. Consistency is a key to get

and stimulates the production of white blood

relaxed and feel in balance.

cells, this helps to protect our bodies against viral
and bacterial attacks.

STEAM BATHS CAN HELP YOU SLEEP
BETTER
By raising your body temperature in the sauna
just before it is time to go to bed, your heated
body will automatically work to readjust its
temperature afterward and that will lull you off
to sleep, leaving you calm and relaxed enough to
sleep soundly through the night.

STEAM CAN WORK MIRACLES ON YOUR SKIN
Regular steam baths can have a transformative
effect on your complexion. The heat, the sweating,
and the increased circulation stimulates the
production of collagen, and deeply cleanse and
rejuvenate your skin. Fifteen minutes in the
steam room opens pores, increases sweating,
stimulates circulation, and eliminates toxins.
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STEAM ROOMS

FEATURES

900 mm

This steam shower enclosure comes in two sizes
(130x90x213cm and 160x90x213 cm). You can choose
if you want it with a left glass corner or a right, seen from
the front. You need two walls and a floor to install the
Vista properly.
Vista 130 left

Vista 130 left
1300 mm

Vista
VISTA 130
LEFT 130

right

900 mm
900 mm

900 mm

900 mm

Vista 130

RAIN SHOWER
Vista has a rain
shower head in the
leftceiling and a high
quality hand shower
on the column for
your preference.

1300 mm

Vista 130 right
1300 mm

1300 mm

A sleek looking steam shower enclosure
that symbolizes Scandinavian design.
Vista is a steam shower enclosure that has
matt black, minimalistic profiles that can
be with or without threshold, to give your
bathroom that modern and luxurious look.
The glass walls are smoky grey for an
extra graphic effect.

1300 mm

1600 mm

Vista 160 left

900 mm

900 mm

VISTA

VISTA 130 RIGHT

900 mm

900 mm

Vista with the ad-on RGB colour.

1300 mm

1600 mm

VISTA 160 LEFT

900 mm

Vista 160

Vista STEAM ROOM

Vista STEAM ROOM

ENJOY THE
FRAGRANCE
left THERAPY
The steam outlet
is very silent and
has a fragrance
compartment on top
so that you can enjoy
1600 mm
the fragrance therapy
of your choice.

Vista 160 left

1600 mm

Vista 160 left
Vista 160 right

900 mm

1600 mm

The enveloping steam starts in 2 minutes
and soon you have a full, warm steam bath.
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ADVANCED
CONTROL PANEL
You control your
Vista steam shower
with the advanced
Elite Cloud control
panel that blends
perfectly into the
black Stella column.

900 mm

Vista 130 left

1600 mm

VISTA 160 RIGHT

Vista 160 right
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ACCESSORIZE!
For the Vista experience, add the matching accessories;
stools and shelf in matt black aluminum. Or, if you prefer,
you can also choose the white Corian stools.

PIXEL STOOL
This stool can be used both inside your Vista steam enclosure or
as a nice-looking stool in your bathroom. It is made of aluminium
and in a softly bended shape, so it is comfortable to sit on.
The smooth surface is covered in a beautiful matt black powder
coating to match the profiles on the Vista.

PIXEL SHELF
A small shelf for your shower products or just as a nice decoration.
It has the same matt black colour as the profiles on the Vista
steam shower enclosure. Even if it is a slim model with its 400
mm in length and 90 mm in depth it can hold up to two kilos.
The pattern of the pixels is cut so the water doesn’t stay on the shelf.

As an option to make it more personal, you
can add the RBG lights that are placed in
the back wall and has a declining gradient
that meets the lights coming from the
steam column. For additional lights in the
ceiling, spotlights are sold separately.

STOOL CORIAN
Ergonomic and easily portable stool.
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STEAM ROOM

Accessories STEAM ROOM
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FEATURES
ELEGANT FLOATING TEMPERED
8 MM GLASS FRONT

ELITE CLOUD CONTROL PANEL
WITH CLOUD CONNECTIVITY
DESCALING FROM OUTSIDE

HIGH QUALITY GERMAN BUILT

HIGH QUALITY GERMAN BULIT HAND

MIXER DORNBRACHT

SHOWER, DORNBRACHT

WATER EFFICIENT (COMPARED TO

SPEED STEAM (UNDER 2 MIN

A HOT SHOWER)*

TO PRODUCE STEAM)

STELLA STEAM COLUMN
Build your own at home steam bath with this modern steam column of true Scandinavian
design. The black glass front and the chrome coloured details makes it easy to fit in any tiled
shower space.
The enveloping steam starts in 2 minutes and soon you

The hand shower, thermostat and mixer are of high quality

have a full, warm steam bath. You control your steam

and luxury material. The steam outlet is very silent. Like

column with the advanced Elite Cloud control panel that

the Vista, it has a fragrance compartment to enjoy the

blends in perfectly with the black Stella front. The glass

fragrance therapy of your choice. A ceiling shower head

front is wider than the column, to give it a floating, nice

can be connected and controlled from the column. To

look. Behind the glass is the neon LED lists.

match the black, sleek look you can add the matching

ESSENCE COMPARTMENT
DOT LESS NEON LED LIGHTNING

SILENT STEAM OUTLET

ANTI BURN GLASS STEAM OUTLET

stool and shelf in black aluminium.
*A steam bath in 40 degrees C during 15 min uses about 45 times less water compared to a shower under the same conditions.
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Stella STEAM COLUMN

Stella STEAM COLUMN
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